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Abstract 

The growing demand for energy storage systems, driven by the need for the “energy transition”, 

highlights the importance of efficient energy storage. Conventional lithium-ion batteries with liquid 

electrolytes are approaching their theoretical physicochemical limits and are subject to safety con-

cerns due to risk of leakage and high flammability. To overcome these limitations, solid-state bat-

teries with solid electrolytes are explored as an alternative that offer greater safety and a wider 

operation temperature range. When combined with a lithium metal anode, solid-state batteries can 

achieve the required energy and power densities.  

However, the reactivity of lithium metal presents safety challenges such as side reactions and den-

drite formation. Most solid electrolytes decompose upon contact with lithium, forming different 

interphases depending on the electrolyte composition. Understanding the interphase formation at 

the lithium|solid electrolyte interface is crucial for developing protective measures. In addition, 

studying the kinetic growth of interphase formation helps in estimating the lifetime of the battery.  

This dissertation focuses on the characterization of interphase formation between solid electrolytes 

and lithium metal. The interphase formation of recently developed solid electrolytes with high ionic 

conductivities, which are required for industrial applications, is investigated. No prior information 

on the reduction stability has been available for these electrolytes. Techniques such as in situ X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy and impedance spectroscopy are used to investigate the chemical sta-

bility towards lithium, the interphase evolution, and the cell resistance.  

In Publication 1, the reduction stability of halide solid electrolytes Li3MCl6 (M = In, Y) is investi-

gated. They are found to be unstable toward lithium and form the corresponding metal upon contact. 

When electronically conducting decomposition products are formed during reduction, the inter-

phase grows continuously, which is detrimental for cell performance. In order to use both the halide 

solid electrolytes and lithium metal, the use of Li6PS5Cl as a protective layer between both is pro-

posed. The interfacial resistance of Li3InCl6|Li6PS5Cl is negligible and does not affect the perfor-

mance of the cell, making it suitable for industrial applications.  

The thiophosphate solid electrolyte Li7SiPS8 studied in Publication 2 also decomposes by reduction. 

Although no elemental silicon or an Li-Si alloy is formed, the interphase grows continuously, show-

ing that electronically conducting pathways are nevertheless formed during decomposition. Unfor-

tunately, the component causing the electronic conductivity could not be determined. However, the 

continuously forming, highly resistive interphase shows that the solid electrolyte is unsuitable for 

application with direct contact to a lithium metal anode. 

The influence of the lithium metal surface on the growth kinetics of the Li|Li6PS5Cl interphase 

evolution is investigated in Publication 3 using impedance spectroscopy. It is found that the pas-

sivation layer present on commercial lithium foils negatively impacts the overall resistance of the 

cell and the growth kinetics of the interphase. Cells utilizing passivated lithium exhibit non-self-

limited interphase growth, in contrast to cells built with freshly prepared lithium for which inter-

phase formation ceases rapidly within 9 hours after contact. Based on this result, reservoir-free cells 

are proposed to avoid the drawbacks caused by the passivation layer of commercial lithium foils. 

Overall, this dissertation extends the knowledge of interfacial stability in different solid electrolyte 

classes. The findings are relevant for the use of lithium metal as anode material and the development 

of protective strategies for solid electrolytes unstable against lithium. In addition, insights into the 

influence of the processing history of cell components on cell performance are obtained, facilitating 

the commercialization of SSBs. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die durch die Energiewende wachsende Nachfrage nach Energiespeichersystemen verdeutlicht die 

Bedeutung effizienter Energiespeicherung. Herkömmliche Lithium-Ionen-Batterien mit flüssigen 

Elektrolyten stoßen an ihren theoretischen physikochemischen Grenzen und sind aufgrund des Le-

ckagerisikos und der hohen Entflammbarkeit mit Sicherheitsbedenken behaftet. Um diese Ein-

schränkungen zu überwinden, werden Alternativen wie Festkörperbatterien mit festen Elektrolyten 

erforscht, die mehr Sicherheit und zusätzlich einen größeren Betriebstemperaturbereich bieten. In 

Kombination mit einer Lithiummetallanode können Festkörperbatterien die erforderlichen Energie- 

und Leistungsdichten erreichen.  

Die Reaktivität des Lithiummetalls bringt jedoch Sicherheitsprobleme wie Nebenreaktionen und 

Dendritenbildung mit sich. Die meisten Festelektrolyte zersetzen sich bei Kontakt mit Lithium, 

wobei sich je nach Elektrolytzusammensetzung verschiedene Zwischenphasen bilden. Das Ver-

ständnis der Interphasenbildung an der Lithium|Festelektrolyt Grenzfläche ist entscheidend für die 

Entwicklung von Schutzkonzepten. Darüber hinaus hilft die Untersuchung des kinetischen Wachs-

tums der Zwischenphasenbildung bei der Abschätzung der Lebensdauer der Batterie. 

Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit der Charakterisierung der Zwischenphasenbildung zwischen 

Festelektrolyten und Lithiummetall. Zunächst wird die Zwischenphasenbildung von kürzlich ent-

wickelten Festelektrolyten mit hohen Ionenleitfähigkeiten untersucht. Für diese Elektrolyte waren 

bisher keine Informationen über die Reduktionsstabilität verfügbar. Durch den Einsatz von Metho-

den wie in situ Röntgen-Photoelektronen Spektroskopie und Impedanzspektroskopie werden die 

chemische Stabilität gegenüber Lithium, die Zwischenphasenbildung und der Zellwiderstand un-

tersucht.  

In Publikation 1 wird die Reduktionsstabilität von Halogenid-Festelektrolyten Li3MCl6 (M = In, Y) 

untersucht. Sie erweisen sich als instabil gegenüber Lithium und bilden bei Kontakt das entspre-

chende Metall. Um die Zersetzung zu verhindern, wird die Verwendung von Li6PS5Cl als Schutz-

schicht vorgeschlagen. Der Grenzflächenwiderstand von Li3InCl6|Li6PS5Cl ist vernachlässigbar und 

beeinträchtigt die Leistung der Zelle nicht, was sie für industrielle Anwendungen geeignet macht.  

Der in Publikation 2 untersuchte Thiophosphat-Festelektrolyt Li7SiPS8 zersetzt sich ebenfalls durch 

Reduktion. Obwohl sich kein Si0 oder eine Li-Si-Legierung bildet, wächst die Zwischenphase kon-

tinuierlich, was zeigt, dass sich bei der Zersetzung elektronisch leitende Pfade bilden. Leider konnte 

die Komponente, die die elektronische Leitfähigkeit hervorruft, nicht bestimmt werden. Dennoch 

ist der Festelektrolyt für eine Anwendung mit direktem Kontakt zu einer Lithiummetallanode un-

geeignet.  

Der Einfluss der Lithium-Metalloberfläche auf die Wachstumskinetik der Li|Li6PS5Cl Zwischen-

phasenentwicklung wird in Publikation 3 mittels Impedanzspektroskopie untersucht. Die Passivie-

rungsschicht auf handelsüblichen Lithiumfolien beeinflusst den Gesamtwiderstand der Zelle und 

die Wachstumskinetik der Interphase negativ. Zellen, die passiviertes Lithium verwenden, zeigen 

ein nicht selbstbegrenztes Zwischenphasenwachstum. Im Gegensatz dazu, stoppt die Zwischenpha-

senbildung innerhalb von 9 Stunden nach Kontakt zwischen Festelektrolyt und frisch hergestelltem 

Lithium. Um die Nachteile zu vermeiden, werden Reservoir-freie Zellen empfohlen, bei denen Li-

thiummetall an der Anode abgeschieden wird und nicht passiviert ist. 

Insgesamt erweitert diese Dissertation das Wissen über die Grenzflächenstabilität verschiedener 

Festelektrolytklassen. Die Erkenntnisse sind für den Einsatz von Lithiummetall als Anodenmaterial 

und die Entwicklung von Schutzstrategien für mit Lithium instabile Festelektrolyte von großer Be-

deutung. Darüber hinaus werden Erkenntnisse über den Einfluss der Verarbeitungsgeschichte von 

Zellkomponenten auf die Zellleistung gewonnen, was die Kommerzialisierung von Feststoffbatte-

rien erleichtert. 
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1 Introduction 

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have revolutionized energy storage and are widely used in various 

applications.1,2 In a typical LIB design, the anode and cathode electrodes are separated by an elec-

tronically insulating separator, through which a liquid electrolyte (LE) permeates to allow migration 

of Li+ ions. One significant area of research in LIBs is the utilization of lithium metal as the anode 

material due to its high theoretical energy density.3 In the 1970s and 80s, lithium metal batteries 

(LMB) capable of recharging were commercially available, demonstrating the potential of lithium 

metal anodes (LMAs). However, their use has been limited due to challenges associated with their 

morphological instability and high reduction potential, which pose a significant safety risk due to 

thermal runaway and explosion. 3,4 

When the LE typically used in LIB comes into contact with the lithium metal surface, it decomposes 

and forms a thin decomposition layer.2,5,6 Peled proposed calling this layer the “solid electrolyte 

interphase” (SEI) as it conducts lithium ions but is electronically insulating, thus, resembling a solid 

electrolyte.6 Because the SEI is electronically insulating, the growth is self-limited, resulting in a 

low initial SEI thickness. It acts as a protective layer on the lithium metal, preventing further de-

composition and ensuring battery stability and safety.2,6,7  

As the SEI composition and structure depend on the solvents and additives used, its properties can 

be tailored.8 Usually, the SEI consists of inorganic products such as LiF, Li2O or Li2CO3, and var-

ious organic compounds. The inorganic products are stable against further reduction und thus sta-

bilize the SEI|LE interface.5,7 Despite decades of intensive research, the analysis of the SEI remains 

challenging due to its low thickness and complex composition. As a result, the SEI structure is still 

not fully understood, but several models have been developed to describe possible structures. The 

mosaic model assumes that the components are heterogeneously distributed, the multitype model 

assumes an outer Li2O layer and an inner amorphous layer, while the monolithic model assumes a 

homogenous amorphous layer.5,7  

While the exact SEI microstructure is unknown, its spatial distribution has a strong influence on the 

mechanical properties, the morphology of the plated lithium and the amount of lithium that becomes 

inactive due to contact loss. A more homogeneous SEI generally leads to a better cycling perfor-

mance.7 However, as lithium is plated and stripped, the electrode volume changes, leading to cracks 

in the SEI and exposure of blank lithium to the electrolyte, which in turn increases electrochemical 

SEI formation.2,8 This process increases the loss of lithium and liquid electrolyte and risks electro-

lyte depletion.2,7–9 Another major concern is the formation of dendrites and detached lithium fila-

ments, which reduce Coulomb efficiency and increase the risk of short circuits which would com-

promise cell safety as fires can occur.3,4,8  

To mitigate these challenges and improve battery performance beyond the physico-chemical limits 

of LIBs, alternative battery concepts are being explored.2 One promising concept are solid-state 

batteries (SSBs).10 SSBs, which employ inorganic solid electrolytes (SEs) as the separator, offer 

better safety because their flammability is lower compared to LIBs and they cannot leak in case of 

a damaged cell casing.11 In addition, their improved mechanical stability should simplify cell as-

sembly and allow bipolar stacking, which would increase energy densities.10,11 Furthermore, the 

mechanical stability of solid electrolytes was initially thought to increase the stability of an LMA 

during cycling.12,13 However, intensive research during the last years has shown that SEs can yet 

not suppress the morphological changes of cycled lithium, so contact loss, dendrite formation, and 

short circuits in SSBs are still challenging.14–17  
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Like LEs, most SEs decompose upon contact with lithium metal to form an interphase consisting 

of reduced decomposition products.10,18–22 Nevertheless, the use of LMAs in inorganic SSBs be-

comes feasible as the degree of electrolyte reduction is reduced and the insolubility of the interphase 

in an all-solid system should prevent continuous side reactions during cycling. Unfortunately, not 

all interphases are solely ion conductors, but some SEs form mixed conducting interphases (MCIs) 

upon reduction that continuously grow until depletion of one of the materials.23,24 Therefore, MCI 

formation is detrimental to cell performance and it is imperative to determine what type of inter-

phase forms for the electrolyte class in general and for the Li|SE interface of the most promising 

SEs in particular.19,21,22 

At the beginning of this doctoral work, there were few studies on the temporal interphase evolution 

of solid electrolytes in contact with lithium metal. This is due to the difficulty in studying the dy-

namic nature of these buried interfaces, which necessitates in situ or operando approaches to better 

correlate the electrochemistry with the particular composition or structure morphology.12 Hartmann 

et al. invented an in situ deposition method to study the chemical degradation of SEs.18 This was 

then further developed by Wenzel et al. to study the chemical stability of different SEs, and three 

different types of interface and interphases were classified.23  

The interphase evolution in SSBs represents a critical aspect of research to enable the development 

of stable and high-performance solid-state batteries.12 Therefore, this thesis focuses on further un-

derstanding the interactions between lithium metal and solid electrolytes to enable the development 

of stable interfaces and interphases as well as artificial protective layers. Both the MCI formation 

of newly developed SEs, and the SEI formation kinetics of LPSCl are studied in detail to elucidate 

the decomposition reactions.21,22,25 The overall aim is to understand the processes involved in inter-

phase formation to enable future rational development of protective anode concepts.  

In the first publication of this thesis, entitled: “Lithium-Metal Anode Instability of the Superionic 

Halide Solid Electrolytes and the Implications for Solid-State Batteries”, first experimental insights 

into the anodic stability of the then recently emerged halide SEs are provided (see chapter 3.1).22 

For this, the SEs Li3MCl6 (LMC, M= In, Y) are studied using in situ deposition of lithium and 

subsequent XPS measurements, as well as impedance spectroscopy of symmetric Li|LMC|Li cells. 

The XPS measurements reveal that the respective metal (In0 or Y0) is formed upon lithium deposi-

tion. Thus, a mixed conducting interphase (MCI) is formed because the metals provide a conduction 

pathway for the electrons. This is confirmed by the temporal impedance growth, revealing that both 

SEs are continuously decomposed, and no self-limited interphase is formed. Therefore, protective 

concepts such as interlayers are needed. An interlayer consisting of chloride argyrodite LPSCl is 

proposed and tested using impedance spectroscopy. This revealed that the interfacial resistance is 

negligible. As all halide SEs contain an M3+ metal or semimetal, it is concluded that this electrolyte 

class is generally unstable against lithium. However, since these SEs are stable to oxidation and 

cathode active materials, they are well suited for applications in SSBs when an interlayer that pro-

tects against reduction is used. 

In the second publication, entitled: “Instability of the Li7SiPS8 Solid Electrolyte at the Lithium Metal 

Anode and Interphase Formation”, the MCI formation between the SE Li7SiPS8 and lithium metal 

is studied (see chapter 3.2).21 The temporal impedance evolution of symmetric Li|Li7SiPS8|Li cells 

shows that the interphase resistance rapidly increases after contact of the materials, indicating the 

formation of an MCI. This was confirmed by additional cycling experiments. From similar experi-

ments on Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS) it is known that the metal(loid) becomes metallic when reduced by 

lithium.19,24 However, chemical analysis revealed that the expected formation of elemental silicon 
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or Li-Si alloy does not occur. Therefore, the cause for the MCI formation remains unclear. None-

theless, through this work it was revealed that an MCI can be formed even if no metal, metalloid or 

alloy is formed during decomposition. 

In the third publication, entitled: “Evolution of the Interphase between Argyrodite-based Solid Elec-

trolytes and the Lithium Metal Anode – The Kinetics of Solid Electrolyte Interphase Growth”, the 

focus of this thesis shifts from investigating MCI formations of recently emerged SEs to the quan-

titative study of the SEI growth in Li|LPSCl|Li cells (see chapter 3.3).25 While the Li|LPSCl inter-

phase formation had been previously studied, discrepancies were found in the nature of growth 

kinetics.20,26 To elucidate the reason for this, the influence of the LMA surface chemistry on the 

growth kinetics is explored in this publication using passivated and freshly prepared lithium foils. 

By varying the lithium surface, it is shown that this has a large influence on the growth mechanism: 

When commercial passivated lithium is used, an interphase forms which, unlike the interphase for-

mation with freshly prepared lithium, does not stop growing throughout the duration of the experi-

ment. Furthermore, depending on how much SE can penetrate the passivation layer, more direct 

contacts with lithium metal are created, which in turn increases the reaction rate. The results of this 

publication suggest that reservoir-free cells could be more suited for commercial applications as 

pure lithium is plated in these cells. Thus, no passivation layer would affect the internal resistances 

and cell performance. 

Overall, the presented results expand the understanding of degradation processes at the interface 

between the lithium metal anode and SEs as well as the subsequent interphase formation. The stud-

ies on the metal or metalloid containing SEs provide more insights into the formation of mixed 

conductive interphases. Additionally, the study of the SEI formation reveals that the growth kinetics 

are influenced by the passivation layer of the lithium foil, concluding that the processing history of 

cell components needs to be considered when evaluating the overall cell performance.  
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2 Fundamentals 

This chapter provides a brief overview of the current literature on the topics covered in this thesis. 

Particular attention is paid to the material characterization of interphases, especially in situ lithium 

deposition methods in combination with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.  

2.1 Inorganic Solid Electrolytes for Solid-State batteries 

As LIB performance approaches its physio-chemical limit, the demand for next-generation batteries 

becomes imperative.10 In 2011, Kamaya et al. reported Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS) as a solid electrolyte 

with an ionic conductivity of 12 mS∙cm−1.27 This discovery brought solid-state batteries into the 

spotlight, leading to intensified research on SEs in the past decade.28 Various classes of SEs have 

been identified, including polymers, oxides, halides as well as thiophosphates.10,29 

One notable advantage of inorganic SEs is their high lithium-transference number, enabling fast 

charging without polarization. Moreover, SEs facilitate bipolar stacking electrodes and effectively 

prevent electrode crosstalk, mitigating a common cause of long-term instability in LIB. However, 

high-capacity anodes, such as silicon anodes or lithium metal, are needed to obtain specific energies 

that can compete with LIBs. Unfortunately, most SEs are inherently unstable against the low elec-

trochemical potentials of these materials and decompose by a reduction reaction upon contact.10 

Thus, safety measures are required to enable long-term stability. A brief overview over the SEs 

used in this thesis is given in the following segment. 

2.1.1  Halide Solid Electrolytes 

While halide SEs have been known since the 1930s, they only received worldwide attention through 

seminal work by Asano et al. in 2018.30,31 Halide SEs with the composition Li3MX6 (M3+, X = Cl, 

Br, I) generally exhibit high ionic conductivities,30 especially after ball-milling synthesis.32 Also, 

their electrochemical stability against oxidation is high,33 reducing side reactions with cathode ac-

tive materials.30  

However, poor reduction stability has been predicted by theoretical work.34 In Publication 1 of this 

thesis, experimental data on the reduction instability of halide SEs toward lithium metal is shown 

for the first time.22 To avoid decomposition of the electrolyte, a bilayer structure with the argyrodite 

Li6PS5Cl (LPSCl) is proposed. Here, initial experiments on the Li3InCl6|LPSCl interface show only 

a small interfacial resistance.22 However, a more recent study on this interface reveals side reactions 

in the form of indium sulfide-like species between Li3InCl6 and LPSCl.35 Another possibility to 

improve reduction stability is to partially substitute fluorine for the chlorine anions.36  

2.1.2 Li7SiPS8 

The Li7SiP8 (LiSiPS) electrolyte studied in Publication 2 of this thesis, was first synthesized by 

Harm et al. in 2019.37 It is part of the LGPS-family, with germanium substituted by silicon as it is 

earth-abundant and cheaper. Its tetragonal phase has an ionic conductivity of 2 mS∙cm−1, which is 

fast in absolute terms but low for this type of SE. The reason for this, is an amorphous side phase 

that hinders ion transport.37 To minimize the influence of the side phase, Calaminus et al. synthe-

sized a LiSiPS/argyrodite (LPSX, X=Cl, Br, I) hybrid.38 The argyrodite formed in situ directs the 

growth of the tetragonal LiSiPS particles which increases their grain size. This reduces the influence 
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of the grain boundary resistance and the lithium transport is more bulk-dominated, leading to ionic 

conductivities of 7 mS∙cm−1.38  

LGPS is unstable against lithium metal.19,24 It has also been suggested that this is true for LiSiPS,39,40 

but no experimental data on the stability vs lithium was available. Therefore, the stability of tetrag-

onal LiSiPS toward lithium metal is investigated in Publication 2 of this thesis.21 While both elec-

trolytes are unstable against lithium metal and form a mixed conducting interphase, the decompo-

sition mechanism differs from that of LGPS. In the case of LiSiPS, no elemental Si or Li-Si alloy 

is formed. 21 The exact decomposition mechanism could, however, not be clarified, so further work 

is needed. 

2.1.3 Argyrodite 

Another type of SE that exhibits high ionic conductivities above 1 mS∙cm−1 are lithium argyrodites 

Li6PS5X, composed of Li, S, P and usually a halide ion X− ( X = Br, Cl, I).10 In this materials class, 

the ionic conductivity is strongly influenced by the S2−/X− site disorder.41,42 It can be further in-

creased by aliovalent substitution of the P5+,43,44 or by introducing additional halide anions.45,46 With 

this optimization, ionic conductivities above 10 mS∙cm−1 are possible.10,28 In addition to the high 

conductivity, the good malleability at room temperature and the scalability of fabrication make 

argyrodites a suitable candidate for large-scale applications.29,47 

Like other SEs, argyrodite is not electrochemically stable against lithium metal.12,20 However, if the 

argyrodite does not contain a metal(-loid), a metastable solid electrolyte interphase forms.20 While 

the growth kinetics have already been described by Wenzel et al.,20 the influence of the used lithium 

metal on cell performance had not been investigated prior to this dissertation. Therefore, a system-

atic study is conducted to investigate the influence of the lithium metal anode surface on SEI growth 

kinetics. The results of this study are described in Publication 3.25 Furthermore, Narayanan et al. 

found that the reaction kinetics depend on the current density and that different products are formed 

depending on the amount of lithium available. At higher current densities, the formed SEI consists 

of the Li+ ion conducting Li3P, among others, and is more homogeneous.12  
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2.2 Lithium Metal Anode for Solid-State batteries 

To achieve specific energies that can compete with those of LIB, anodes with low potentials and 

high capacities are required.10 Possible options include lithium metal anodes, lithium alloys, or res-

ervoir-free anodes.14,48–53 However, since this thesis focuses on the Li|SE interface, only lithium 

metal anodes are discussed below. 

Lithium is a soft and malleable silvery alkali metal that crystallizes in a body-centered cubic struc-

ture with a lattice parameter of a = 0.35 nm.54 It has a density of ρ = 0.534 g∙cm−3, a molar volume 

of Vm = 13.02∙10−6 m3∙mol−1, and the lowest redox potential at EH = −3.04 V relative to the standard 

hydrogen electrode. These properties make lithium metal a favorable anode material, offering high 

(theoretical) volumetric and gravimetric energy density of Wvol = 2061 mAh∙cm−3 and 

Wgrav = 3860 mAh∙g−1, respectively.14 Unfortunately, lithium metal is highly reactive due to its low 

redox potential and high electropositivity.54 As a result, lithium readily reacts with almost any ma-

terial with which it comes into contact, whether in ambient air or SEs.  

Generally, lithium metal is obtained by concentrating brines and converting them to LiCl. Pure 

lithium is then manufactured via electrolysis of the pure molten anhydrous LiCl. Since sodium can 

greatly affect the reactivity of lithium, sodium and other impurities are removed by distillation.55,56 

However, up to 200 ppm of sodium remains in battery grade lithium.56 Due to its reactive nature 

protective measures are required, and the material is usually passivated immediately after produc-

tion.14,55,57  

Unfortunately, lithium metal anodes are inherently morphologically unstable at current densities 

required for commercial applications.10 Under anodic load, pores form at the interface, leading to a 

gradual loss of contact.15,16,58,59 Therefore, the discharge capacity and cycle life are limited by the 

morphological instability of the lithium metal. However, since lithium stripping is not influenced 

by interphase formation, the morphological changes during anodic load and possible strategies to 

mitigate them are not discussed in depth here. Interested readers are referred to the literature.14,58–67 

Lithium plating can be significantly affected by inhomogeneities at the interface.68 The presence of 

a passivation layer on the LMA or the formation of an interphase can lead to uneven current distri-

bution, especially if there are thickness or compositional variations. This uneven distribution affects 

the local ionic conductivities, resulting in inhomogeneous current distribution.68–70 Other factors 

contributing to current focusing include differences between bulk and grain boundary ion conduc-

tivity and inadequate contact.14,71 When the applied current is heterogeneously distributed at the 

interface, areas of higher current become preferential sites for lithium deposition. If this freshly 

deposited lithium cannot be rapidly redistributed, it accumulates and dendrites form.14,68 This accu-

mulation leads to stresses that induce crack formation, which in turn are filled with lithium and 

exacerbate cracking.14  

In summary, lithium has a high energy density and low redox potential, which would make it an 

ideal anode material. Unfortunately, it is also morphologically unstable during cycling and very 

reactive. This greatly affects cell life and performance, which is why lithium metal anodes have not 

been used widely in rechargeable batteries. For a more thorough overview of lithium metal anodes, 

the reader is referred to the literature.14,67,72,73 
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2.2.1 Surface Passivation Layers on Lithium Metal 

Due to their high reactivity, commercially available lithium metal foils are usually purposely pas-

sivated directly after manufacturing to reduce corrosion and to increase safety.55,57,74–77 This allows 

the controlled formation of a passivation layer with defined properties and is usually done with 

gases such as CO2, wax coatings, or polymers.55,74 Treatments with phosphorous, nitriding or fluor-

inating agents are also used.55,76,77 Most passivation layers consist of Li2CO3 and LiOH after pro-

duction as these compounds form covering surface films that reduce progressing side reactions.57,75  

However, over time, the native passivation layer grows and Li2O is formed in addition to the Li2CO3 

and LiOH already present. This growth depends on the storage conditions. If the foil is stored sep-

arately in a clean, inert atmosphere, growth is slower than in a frequently used glove box or in a dry 

room. Further passivation is driven by reaction with residual water as it alters the reactivity of lith-

ium to gases, such as N2, O2, or CO2.75  

ToF-SIMS measurements by Otto et al. visualized the structure of the native passivation layer: the 

top layer consists of Li2CO3 and LiOH, with a Li2O layer below, which is in contact with the lithium 

metal.57,75 The composition changes with storage time. The LiOH concentration at the uppermost 

surface decreases with time, while the carbonate concentration increases accordingly. Below the 

surface, however, the LiOH layer grows significantly. The oxide layer also grows, but at a slower 

rate.75  

The native passivation layer, while necessary for safe handling of lithium metal foils, is detrimental 

to cell performance.25,75 The low ionic conductivity of its compounds increases the internal cell 

resistance and is suspected to alter the growth kinetics of the SEI formed at the Li|SE interface. This 

effect is investigated in more detail at Li|LPSCl interfaces in Publication 3 of this dissertation.25 

Additionally, inhomogeneities in the surface chemistry of the passivation layer can lead to prefer-

ential lithium plating causing dendrite formation.69,70 

However, passivation layers can also be beneficial if the passivation is designed to ensure that the 

resulting layer has a positive effect on the cell performance. This interphase should prevent decom-

position of the SE and should have sufficiently high ionic conductivity as well as a negligible elec-

tronic conductivity. Furthermore, the addition of a suitable interphase at the Li|SE interface should 

improve the interfacial contact and ideally prevent the formation of dendrites.52 Unfortunately, sin-

gle-component interlayers such as LiCl, LiF or Li3N are not suitable as artificial SEIs as they cannot 

meet all requirements.52,78,79 Still, there are few studies reporting artificial SEIs in SSBs that meet 

the most important ones.  

Artificial interlayers suitable for industrial applications usually consist of several components, all 

of which help to achieve the desired properties. Recently, artificial SEI layers consisting of thin 

amorphous lithium phosphorus oxynitride (LiPON), or a Li3N-LiF composite have been pro-

posed.78,79 After the activation process, both interlayers reduce interfacial resistance and improve 

the mechanical contact between SEs and lithium, which overall increase the cycling stability and 

the critical current density.78,79  

Since lithium metal should be handled with caution due to its reactivity and general safety concerns, 

reservoir-free cells can also be an alternative. In these cells, no excess lithium is incorporated during 

cell assembly, but lithium metal is plated in situ during charging. This circumvents undesired side 

effects due to the passivation layer on the lithium metal, and the Li|SE interface and interphase are 

formed during an initial formation step. However, the morphology of the deposited lithium is dif-

ficult to control and thus, reservoir-free cells are not commonly used.   
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2.3 Lithium Metal | Solid Electrolyte Interfaces and Interphases 

2.3.1 Types of Lithium Metal | Solid Electrolyte Interphases 

According to IUPAC, interphases are defined as “the inhomogeneous space region intermediate 

between two bulk phases in contact, and where properties are significantly different from, but re-

lated to, the properties of the bulk phases. (…)”.80 While an interface is “the plane ideally marking 

the boundary between two phases.”.80 In other words, an interface can only exist at a thermodynam-

ically stable Li|SE contact, while thermodynamically unstable SEs decompose and form interphases 

at the contact between lithium and solid electrolyte.  

Most electrolytes have narrow electrochemical stability windows in which the electrolyte is stable 

towards the electrode active materials. At potentials outside this stability window, the electrolyte 

decomposes and forms products that depend on the potential and chemical composition of the elec-

trode material. The reduction potential depends on the lower oxidation states of the cation frame-

work of the electrolyte, e.g., the reduction of the PS4
3− unit in LPSCl or LPS from P5+ to P0 to 

P3−.40,81–83 The binary products with fully reduced anions, e.g., LiCl, LiF, Li2S or Li3P, are stable 

toward lithium metal.7,40,81–83 Thus, they form an interphase that mitigates the chemical potential 

gradient of the Li|SE interface and prevents further decomposition.82 Unfortunately, the molar vol-

ume of the interphases is often different from the volume of the electrolyte, thus, additional chemo-

mechanical problems may arise during the interphase formation.  

The theoretical thermodynamic stability window can be calculated by determining which phases 

are thermodynamically more stable, the SE and electrode, or decomposition products of both.40,81–

83 Predictions about interface stability can also be made by comparing the molecular orbital energies 

of the SE with the Fermi energy of the electrode. If the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) of the SE is below the Fermi energy of the electrode material (i.e., lithium metal), the 

electrolyte is reduced. If the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is above the Fermi level 

of the electrode material (i.e., cathode active material), the SE is oxidized.7 However, these predic-

tions neglect the kinetic influence of the decomposition reaction. Therefore, discrepancies between 

calculated and measured electrochemical stability windows are to be expected.84,85 

Since the ionic conductivities of most decomposition products are low compared to that of the SE, 

the forming interphase increases the cell resistance, charge transfer and cell polarization. This limits 

the Coulomb efficiency and lifetime of the cell. However, an interphase with beneficial properties 

could mitigate continuous lithium dissolution and parasitic side reactions.7 In principle, there are 

three different types of Li | SE interfaces and interphases,23 see Figure 1, which are described in 

more detail below.  

 

Figure 1. There are three types of interfaces between lithium metal and a solid electrolyte: a) The 

thermodynamically stable interface. And the thermodynamically unstable interfaces b) with both 

sufficient electronic and ionic conductivity forming a “mixed conductive interphase” and c) with 

negligible electronic conductivity forming a “solid electrolyte interphase”.23 Reprinted with per-

mission. Copyright © 2015 Elsevier.  
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2.3.1.1 Thermodynamically Stable Interfaces 

Thermodynamically stable interfaces are, as the name suggests, interfaces in which the contacted 

materials are thermodynamically stable. Thus, no reaction takes place between the two materials. 

Most materials that are stable against lithium metal are lithium binary compounds, such as Li2S, 

Li3P or LiCl. Unfortunately, these materials have low Li+ ion conductivities,86,87 and are thus not 

suitable as electrolytes. In addition, most interphases consist of these decomposition products, so a 

thermodynamically stable interface would be the most suitable to keep the cell resistance low. How-

ever, few SEs can be sorted into this category. One notable exception are garnet type SEs such as 

Li6.25Al0.25La3Zr2O12 (LLZO), as the Li | LLZO interface is macroscopically stable and does not 

decompose.15,88,89 Nevertheless, a phase transition from the cubic to the tetragonal LLZO phase 

occurs, forming a stable interphase layer with a thickness of approx. 6 nm, which may prevent 

decomposition.89  

2.3.1.2 Mixed Conducting Interphase  

If the SE is thermodynamically unstable against lithium metal, two different interphases can form, 

one of which is the so-called mixed conducting interphase (MCI).23,90 An MCI forms when the 

decomposition products have sufficient electronic and ionic conductivity.19,23 This allows electrons 

and lithium ions to diffuse through the MCI and recombine at the interface between MCI and SE, 

forming lithium metal, which reacts with the electrolyte and causes continuous interphase growth. 

In particular, SEs that contain metal(loid) ions tend to form an MCI when in contact with lithium 

metal because the reduced cations form electronically conducting compounds.19,21–23  

One of the first thiophosphate SEs for which the MCI formation was studied in detail is Li10GeP2S12 

(LGPS).19,24,91 In situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements show that LGPS de-

composes and forms elemental germanium or a Li-Ge alloy. Thus, electronically conductive com-

pounds are formed during decomposition. However, their amount is not high enough for the for-

mation of electronic percolation pathways. Thus, the germanium presumably accumulates at inter-

faces of the nanostructure or grain boundaries and locally increases the electronic conductivity.19,91 

Similar results are found in Publication 1 and 2 of this thesis for the Li|LMC (M = In, Y) and 

Li|LiSiPS interfaces, respectively.21,22  

2.3.1.3 Solid Electrolyte Interphase 

The other interphase that can be formed between an SE and lithium metal at a thermodynamically 

unstable interface, is the solid electrolyte interphase.23,90 This phase is metastable as the interphase 

is ionically conducting but with a negligible electronic conductivity. Therefore, this interphase can 

also be regarded as an additional, amorphous SE consisting of the reduction products of the elec-

trolyte used. Due to the minor electronic conductivity, not enough lithium metal can be formed to 

drive the interphase formation, thus, it should stop once a certain layer thickness is reached.  

In Publication 3 of this thesis, the SEI growth kinetics of Li|LPSCl with differently treated lithium 

was investigated.25 Interestingly, the kinetics depends on the surface treatment of the lithium metal. 

When the surface is freshly prepared, the interphase formation is self-limiting. However, if com-

mercial lithium metal foils with a passivation layer are used, the interphase formation continues 

throughout the experiment.25 Unfortunately, reliable information is currently unavailable on the 

partial conductivities of the decomposition products and possible interactions, such as the formation 

of space charge layers at the interfaces of the decomposition products. Therefore, the reason for the 

observed differences remains unclear. In addition, further studies are required to investigate the 

formed SEI morphologies as this may be a factor causing continued reaction.   
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2.3.2 Material Characterization of Lithium Metal | Solid Electrolyte Interphases 

Characterizing the interface between two materials by analytical methods is often difficult as a 

forming interphase may be very thin and is buried in the sample.92–94 Usually, the interphase is too 

deep within the sample for surface sensitive characterization methods, e.g., XPS or Raman spec-

troscopy.92,94 Additionally, the forming interphase cannot be investigated with analytical methods 

that have a higher detection depth as the interphase signal is superimposed by the signals of the 

contacted materials.92,94 Thus, the interface characterization is often a compromise between exper-

imental necessities and recreating representative conditions.94 

Few studies on the Li|SE interface using transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM) have been con-

ducted so far due to a limited range of preparation methods and the high beam sensitivity of the 

SEs.89,95 Ma et al. brought lithium and LLZO into contact in situ and observed the transition from 

the cubic to the tetragonal phase for the first few unit cells.89 The interphase between 

Li1+xAlxGe2−x(PO4)3 and lithium on the other hand, was found to be amorphous with increases in 

volume.96 Using this method, Dixit et al. observed that iodine diffuses into the lithium at the inter-

face with LiI-doped LPS with and without electrochemical bias.97  

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is another imaging technique that is used to study the Li|SE 

interface and the chemo-mechanical failure mechanisms in cells. While it is mainly used to study 

the formation of dendrites and voids at the Li|SE interface, as well as the crack formation of the 

SE,97–101 it can also visualize the interphase formation upon contact or during cycling.98,99 CT meas-

urements during cycling experiments in both symmetric Li|Li10SnP2S12|Li and 

Li|Li1+xAlxGe2−x(PO4)3|Li cells revealed that plated lithium is mostly consumed during interphase 

formation and that the volume expansion of the interphase induces cracks in the respective cells.98,99 

Using CT and TEM together helps to understand the relationship between stress evolution in the 

cell and interphase instabilities as both methods complement each other on different length 

scales.97,98  

Otto et al. recently showed that ToF-SIMS measurements can be used to differentiate if a SE is 

stable or forms an SEI or MCI.26 For this, lithium is deposited on the sample and a depth profile of 

the Li|SE bilayers is measured. Each interface type has a characteristic depth profile, see Figure 2. 

Thermodynamically stable interfaces as shown in Figure 2a and b) have only signals from the lith-

ium metal in the beginning. Once the inert substrate is reached, the corresponding signals increase 

rapidly. SEI-forming electrolytes show SE-related signals already at the beginning of the profile 

that increase until a maximum is reached at the interphase, see Figure 2c. Once the SE region is 

reached, these signals decrease slightly, and additional SE-related signals appear. If an MCI is 

formed at the Li|SE interface, strong SE-related signals are measured from the start without any 

additional SE-related signals emerging during the depth profile (Figure 2d).26  
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Figure 2. ToF-SIMS depth profile of a) Li|MgO, b) Li|LLZO, c) Li|LPSCl and d) Li|LATP 

(Li15Al0.5Ti15(PO4)3) interfaces. For this, 3 µm of lithium were deposited on the substrate using va-

por deposition and subsequently a depth profile was measured.26 Reprinted with permission. Cop-

yright © 2022 Wiley-VCH GmbH. 

If the profile is ambiguous, unclear cases can be clarified by depositing different lithium thicknesses 

or by using different storage times and comparing the resulting depth profiles.26 Furthermore, this 

method can be used to resolve seemingly contradictory results from other experiments. This was 

the case, for example, for the Li|LiSiPS interface studied in Publication 2 of this thesis.21 For more 

detailed information on the method, the reader is referred to the work of Otto et al..26 

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is another method to gain chemical information of a surface. 

Additionally, it can be displayed as a map and thus provide information of the chemical distribution 

of the sample as well. Using this method, Wood et al. show that the SEI formed at the Li|LPSCl 

interface is heterogeneously distributed, forming Li3PO4 domains, redox active Li3-xP, and irrevers-

ibly formed Li2S.93 Furthermore, Kim et al. used this technique to show that a homogeneous pres-

surization of the cell is essential for stable cycling as the lithium migration is pressure dependent.102  

2.3.2.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

As X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was one of the main techniques used for this dissertation, it 

is described in greater detail than the other material characterization methods. Readers already fa-

miliar with XPS and in situ deposition methods used in combination with XPS may skip this chap-

ter. 

Basic Principle of XP-Spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a surface-sensitive and non-destructive technique that analyzes 

the chemical composition of a sample. This measurement technique is based on the photoemission 

process. Here, a photon transfers its energy to an atom’s electron, when a sample is irradiated with 

X-rays, resulting in electron emission from the atom. However, if the energy of the incident photons 

is smaller than the electron’s binding energy, the electron cannot leave the atom. In addition to 

photoelectrons, Auger electrons can also be emitted during XPS measurements. During this process, 

an electron drops from an outer orbital into an unoccupied inner orbital, releasing its excess energy. 

This excess energy can emit a second electron, known as Auger electron. The energy of Auger 

electrons is independent of the energy of the initial X-ray source.103  

This technique has a micrometer-scale lateral resolution and a probing depth in the low nanometer 

range (1-10 nm) since only electrons close to the surface can leave the sample without complete 

energy loss. However, the depth resolution can be significantly improved by combination with ion 

etching. All elements except for hydrogen and helium can be detected with this method at concen-

trations greater than 0.1 at-% and their concentration can be determined semi-quantitatively.103 
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To determine the kinetic energy (KE) of the emitted electrons, a hemisphere analyzer is employed 

since it only allows electrons with specific energies to pass through it. After passing through the 

analyzer, the number of electrons with a specific kinetic energy is counted using an electron detec-

tor. Based on the measured KE, the binding energy (BE) can be calculated using the following 

equation: 

 BE = hν - KE - ΦS (1) 

with hν as the energy of the photon and ΦS as the spectrometer work function. Typical X-ray sources 

are monochromatic Al Kα1 (1486.7 eV), or Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) radiation. Newly emerging anodes 

are Cr Kα (5415 eV) and Ag Lα (2984 eV).103 A schematic diagram of a spectrometer along with 

the relevant energy levels is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. a) Energy levels of an electrically conducting sample. As the sample is grounded to the 

spectrometer the Fermi levels (EF) align. B) schematic setup of an XP spectrometer. 

The electron distribution of an atom is influenced by its chemical environment, which affects the 

binding energy. Therefore, measuring changes of the binding energy can provide information about 

the chemical environment of the measured element. These changes are referred to as chemical 

shifts.103 For more detailed information, the reader is referred to literature about this method.103,104  

Charge Neutralization 

During XPS measurements, electrically isolated, insulating, or semiconducting samples can be-

come charged due to the electron emission, resulting in a buildup of positive charge at the surface 

that cannot be compensated by contact to ground. As a result, shifts in the measured binding energy 

of the respective orbital can occur.105 Moreover, if the surface potential varies or is inhomogeneous, 

either horizontally or vertically, the sample may become differentially charged during the measure-

ment. This can cause broadening or deformation of peaks, and shifting of peak positions.105–108 

Therefore, it is important to consider not only chemically induced changes of the binding energy 

but also the measurement conditions when evaluating XP-spectra.  

To overcome the issues of (differential) charging, charge neutralizers can be used to keep the sam-

ple potential consistent. In this case, the sample potential is floating and determined only by the 

charge neutralization, which is independent of the sample conductivity.105,109 Modern instruments 

typically use dual beam neutralization with low energy electrons (~1 eV) and Ar+ ions (≤10 eV) to 

compensate for positive and negative charges, respectively.105 Before the measurement results can 

be interpreted, the spectra must be shifted to correct the charging effect accordingly.105,109  
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The combination of samples insulated from ground and dual charge compensation was also used in 

this doctoral thesis. To ensure that the measurements did not alter the samples, a series of consecu-

tive measurements were conducted, and the results were compared. This proved that charge neu-

tralization and the XPS measurement itself did not alter the surface of halide and thiophosphate 

SEs. However, it is essential to note that these findings are not universally applicable, and that the 

test must be repeated for each studied type of electrolyte.  

If charge neutralization is used in combination with a grounded sample, two potentials are applied 

to the sample, which can result in a potential gradient within the sample. This, in turn, may amplify 

differential charging and lead to changes in peak shapes, binding energies, and even sample dam-

age.105,107 Therefore, it is important to insulate samples from ground when utilizing charge neutral-

ization. However, in cases where a potential gradient is intended, such as when creating a "virtual 

electrode" (see below), careful consideration of possible side effects is necessary.  

Measurement Methodologies 

In principle, three different methodologies can be used for characterizing samples with XPS: ex situ, 

in situ or operando measurements. These methodologies differ depending on when the sample is 

analyzed relative to the experiment. Ex situ measurements are performed after the experiment, 

while in situ measurements are performed on-site of the experiment. Operando measurements, on 

the other hand, involve analyzing the sample simultaneously with the experiment. An important 

difference between an in situ and an operando experiment is that the in situ measurements capture 

the sample in a “relaxed” state, while operando measurements are fast enough to detect even met-

astable states.94 

Ex situ measurements offer a good overview of system conditions and failure mechanisms, but they 

cannot reveal insights into dynamic processes during operation.94 Moreover, sample changes may 

occur during disassembly and sample transfer due to the high reactivity of lithium metal, SEs and 

their decomposition products to residual gases, such as water, oxygen, nitrogen or organic spe-

cies.75,93,94,110,111 Probing a Li|LPSCl sample with soft and hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(SOXPES and HAXPES, respectively) provides depth-resolved data on these side reactions. This 

experiment demonstrates that the lithium surface is completely oxidized during transfer, more car-

bon species are detected on the surface, and the Li2S formed upon contact is buried.110  

In contrast, in situ or operando measurements can avoid changes in the studied surface due to side 

reactions.57,93,110,111 However, it is important to consider that the pressure, due to the ultrahigh vac-

uum (UHV) required for XPS measurement, significantly differs from atmospheric pressure or 

higher pressures often required in many applications. Furthermore, the currents applied in the ex-

periment may differ from those in regular cycle experiments. Nevertheless, a significant advantage 

of in situ or operando experiments is the ability to measure dynamic processes, such as intermediate 

steps of the decomposition reaction. Therefore, in situ or operando measurements provide valuable 

information on the interfacial and interphase evolution. In situ measurements are one of the main 

methods used in this doctoral thesis.  

Combining XPS Measurements and Lithium Deposition 

The Li|SE interface can also be studied in model systems by depositing thin lithium layers on top 

of electrolyte samples and subsequently performing in situ or operando XPS or HAXPES measure-

ments.94 Lithium deposition can be performed through three methods: in situ sputter deposition, 

in situ or operando electrochemical plating using the electron neutralizer, and ex situ vapor depo-

sition in an adjacent preparation chamber. A schematic representation of these processes is illus-

trated in Figure 4. In comparison to the other two methods, the sputter deposition method is dis-

cussed in greater detail since it was used in Publications 1 and 2 of this dissertation.21,22  
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of in situ lithium deposition on the surface of the SE. Lithium 

can be deposited using a) sputter deposition with the Ar+-ion gun and a lithium target mounted on 

the sample holder, b) vapor deposition of lithium, or c) creation of a “virtual electrode” using the 

electron neutralizer and a grounded lithium reservoir beneath the SE. 

In situ lithium sputter deposition was initially introduced by Hartmann et al.18 Wenzel et al. further 

optimized the setup,23 and utilized it in combination with impedance spectroscopy to investigate the 

interphase formation of SEs, such as LPSCl, Li7P3S11 or LGPS.19,20,112 Similarly, the present thesis 

employs the stepwise deposition of thin lithium metal films to study the interphase formation of 

various SEs towards an LMA.21,22 Especially, the reduction stability of thiophosphate SEs, such as 

LPSCl and LiSiPS, or halide SEs, such as LIC and LYC, against lithium metal was studied. 

For the deposition of lithium, the argon ion gun of an XP-spectrometer is utilized as a sputtering 

source to deposit lithium from a target onto the sample surface,23 see Figure 4a. Usually, the ion 

gun is employed either for neutralizing the sample surface during measurement or for sputtering a 

depth profile of the sample. To realize deposition within the XPS chamber, a special sample holder 

carrying a target holder, as well as the sample, is needed. The target holder carries the grounded 

lithium foil and is attached at an acute angle for the plasma cloud to deposit primarily on the sample 

surface that has a floating potential.  

During sputter deposition, the sample holder is lowered from the measurement position and turned 

towards the ion gun, causing the Ar+ ions to hit the lithium. The layer thickness of the deposited 

lithium film can be adjusted by varying the acceleration voltage of the Ar+ ions as well as the dep-

osition time. Subsequently, XP-spectra of the elements present in the electrolyte are measured, and 

both steps are repeated multiple times.  

Different information about the Li|SE interface can be obtained depending on the amount of lithium 

deposited on the SE. Deposition of thin lithium films in multiple steps allows detailed identification 

of decomposition products before the lithium film attenuates interphase signals or excessive sputter 

damage occurs (see discussion below). Following the initial interphase formation, larger lithium 

deposition steps can be employed to differentiate between the formation of an SEI or MCI. If the 

interphase is an SEI, the decomposition reaction eventually ceases, leading to the formation of a 

lithium metal film on top of the interphase detectable in the Li1s spectrum.20 However, if an MCI 

is formed, ideally no lithium metal film develops, as the lithium is continuously transported into 

the material and further reacts with the SE.19,21–23  

Nonetheless, kinetic inhibitions can slow down the transportation of lithium into the sample, lead-

ing to the formation of a lithium film. To distinguish between the different scenarios, waiting steps 

during measurement or additional measurements of aged samples can be included. It should be 

noted that careful consideration of the results of these types of measurements, independent of the 

deposition method, in combination with other analytical methods is necessary to achieve an accu-

rate understanding of the interphase formation at the Li|SE interface.  
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This method was used to investigate the lithium stability of various SEs.19–23,112 If the SE in ques-

tion, e.g., Li3P4 or Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br, I), contains only ions that form electrically insulating de-

composition products, such as Li2S, Li3P and LiX (X = Cl, Br, I), the formed interphase is stable 

(SEI).20,112 However, if the SE contains metal(loid) ions, these ions are reduced upon contact form-

ing a mixed conducting interphase that growth continuously (MCI).19,21,22  

As mentioned above, two other techniques for lithium deposition have been reported in the litera-

ture: “virtual electrodes” induced by electron neutralizer, or evaporation in an adjacent deposition 

chamber. These methods have been reported in several studies.12,24,93,110,113,114 For vapor deposition, 

thermal heating or an electron beam is used to evaporate lithium metal, creating a lithium film, see 

Figure 4b.110,111,113 This technique enables the rapid deposition of layers in the nanometer and mi-

crometer range, and thus, provides an abundant source of excess lithium. 

The third technique for lithium deposition is the creation of a "virtual electrode" induced by the 

electron neutralizer of the XP-spectrometer, see Figure 4c. When a grounded Li|SE sample is irra-

diated with an electron beam, a negatively charged surface is formed, creating a potential gradient 

between the SE surface and the grounded lithium reservoir. Due to this potential gradient, lithium 

ions migrate to the electrolyte surface. And, upon reaching the pellet surface, the Li+ ions recombine 

with the electrons, forming an Li|SE interface.24,93,94,110,113 This method is comparable to the lithium 

deposition in reservoir-free cells.12,113 Furthermore, the amount of lithium plated on the surface is 

influenced by the current of the electron beam. However, the actual amount of charge applied must 

be measured with the stage, since the electron beam diameter is usually larger than the sample and 

thus possible deviations can occur.  

If a SE that forms an SEI is used, lithium metal can be detected on the surface, which is not the case 

for MCI-forming electrolytes.24 The sample can also be cycled by using an additional UV light to 

strip the lithium away from the studied surface.93 A study using both techniques revealed that LixP 

(0 < x ≤ 3) is redox-active, and the stoichiometry depends on the available lithium.93 Also, by var-

ying the beam current of the virtual electrode the influence of the kinetics on the decomposition 

reaction can be studied.12 

Examining the Impact of Deposition Methods on Measurement Results 

Before discussing the impact of the deposition method on measurement results, it is necessary to 

consider the kinetic energy of the atoms involved in the respective methods. Not only the thermo-

dynamic stability is important when studying the Li|SE interface but also the kinetic energy of the 

impacting lithium as this can significantly impact the formation of decomposition products. Ac-

cording to literature, the energy distribution of sputtered particles has a maximum at a kinetic en-

ergy Ekin, max of:115 

 
Ekin, max =  

Esb

2(1-m)
 

(2) 

With Esb as the surface binding energy of the target material and m as an energy-dependent param-

eter with 0 ≤ m ≤0.25.115 

The surface binding energy of lithium metal is Esb(Li) = 1.68 eV/atom,116 resulting in a maximum 

energy distribution of approx. 1 eV for lithium. Unfortunately, there is no available literature on the 

yield and energy distribution of lithium sputtered with Ar+ ions, leaving the maximum energy of 

lithium reaching the sample surface during in situ deposition unknown. In general, the sputtering 

rate and the energy distribution of the sputtered (here Li) or reflected particles (here Ar+) depend 

on factors such as the incident ion energy, mass ratio of particles involved, ion incident angle, and 

scattering angle.117  
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In the case of sputtering lithium with argon, the sputtering process of silicon with xenon can be 

used as an approximation due to their similar mass ratios. For this combination, the sputtered silicon 

has a maximum energy of 60%, and the scattered xenon has a maximum energy of 10% of the 

incident ion energy.118 This approximation suggests that particles with high kinetic energies could 

reach the surface, potentially triggering reactions or differentially sputtering the sample surface 

themselves. However, further studies are necessary to confirm the validity of using the Xe+ → Si 

system as an approximation for the Ar+ → Li sputtering process.  

In contrast, vapor deposition is a gentler method that causes minimal damage during deposi-

tion.110,113 This is because the internal energy of lithium atoms during evaporation is only about 

0.1 eV/atom, assuming a crucible temperature of 450 °C. For LLZO, the interface made by vapor 

deposition did not show the formation of an oxygen deficient interphase layer (ODI), that can be 

observed by other in situ deposition methods or by TEM measurements.89,113 Therefore, it might 

also be possible that kinetic barriers to the SE reduction cannot be overcome by such low ener-

gies.113 Additionally, it is also possible that the lithium atoms do not have sufficient energy to pen-

etrate an impurity layer, such as adventitious carbon or carbonates, on the surface. Due to this the 

electrolyte would be at least partially protected from contact with the lithium metal and a higher 

stability of the Li|SE interface may be indicated than is the case.  

While no lithium is deposited from vacuum when depositing lithium via a “virtual electrode”, this 

in situ deposition method can still influence the results. Here, electrons are accelerated with 1.4 V 

by the neutralizer and are directed at the surface of a grounded sample, charging the surface to 

approx. 1.4 V. As a result of the surface charging, the virtual electrode acts as an applied potential 

in a reservoir-free cell and can impact the electrolyte. Therefore, it is important to consider the 

virtual electrode as a potential source of surface changes, particularly if the applied potential falls 

below the electrochemical stability window of the studied SE.  

Two studies, by Connell et al. and Gibson at al., compare the effects of the different lithium depo-

sition methods on LLZO and LPSCl, respectively.110,113 Both studies find that the formation of de-

composition products varies depending on the deposition method, but their explanations for the 

observed phenomena differ. Connell et al. observe an ODI at the Li|LLZO interface for sputter 

deposition, which is also observed with other methods,89 but this effect is not observed with vapor 

deposition.113 However, when a virtual electrode is used, an ODI is also observed, demonstrating 

that the potential applied by the virtual electrode for lithium growth is sufficient for ODI formation. 

They conclude that the energy of the evaporated lithium is too low to overcome the kinetic barrier, 

which is not the case for the other two methods.113  

In contrast, Pasta and colleagues utilized LPSCl to compare the three deposition methods and reach 

a different conclusion.12,110 Their measurements show lower concentrations of certain compounds, 

such as carbonates or adventitious carbon, when lithium is deposited via sputter deposition.110 Ad-

ditionally, the stoichiometry of the formed phosphorus reduction compounds depends on the depo-

sition method. While Li3P is formed during plating, LixP (0 < x< 3) is formed during vapor deposi-

tion, and no reduced phosphorous can be observed after sputter deposition of 10 nm lithium.110 

However, for thinner sputtered lithium films both Li3P and LixP were observed.12,110 The authors 

conclude, that these compounds are removed and that interfacial mixing might occur due to bom-

bardment with the Li+ ions.110  

To verify these conclusions, they applied similar methods on single layer graphene samples (SLG) 

deposited on SiO2/Si substrates and measured the damage with Raman spectroscopy. While radia-

tion damage to SLGs can be easily measured by Raman spectroscopy, it is essential to consider that 

the covalent bonds in SLGs can be easily damaged. Therefore, it is crucial to carefully evaluate 

whether damage to SLGs also results in damage to ionic bonds such as those present in SEs that are 

not polymers. 
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No damage was observed for lithium evaporation. In contrast, the SLG surface is clearly damaged 

for lithium sputter deposition, with the damage increasing with the amount of deposited lithium.110 

Unfortunately, as stated above, no experimental data on the actual sputter yield and energy distri-

bution exist for the Ar+ → Li sputtering process. Thus, further experiments are necessary to gain 

insight into the sputter process to minimize the inflicted damage caused by sputter deposition.  

Some XP-spectrometers only have dual-mode charge neutralization which cannot be controlled in-

dividually. Thus, Ar+ ion flux cannot be turned off during lithium plating via virtual electrode, only 

minimized.119 Additionally, the sample needs to be grounded for this deposition method to enable 

Li+ ion migration. For this reason, there are no shielding effects as there are when a sample is neu-

tralized at the floating potential. To study the influence of Ar+ charge neutralization on the grounded 

sample surface independent of the electron flood gun, Gibson et al. irradiated a grounded SLG 

sample with slow Ar+ ions for 38 min. This leads to changes in the Raman spectrum, showing that 

the sample is damaged by the Ar+ ions.110 This highlights that the use of neutralizers and the poten-

tial (grounded vs floating) of the sample is critical when studying battery materials. For this reason, 

individual control of charge neutralization is mandatory for the instrument. 

To assess the impact of the virtual electrode on the sample, SLGs were irradiated with either 20 µA 

or 30 µA for a duration of 4.5 hours.110 Taking into account that the electron neutralizer used by 

Pasta and coworkers has a diameter of 5 mm,12 approx. 20 to 30 µm of lithium would have been 

plated during this time.110 This amount of lithium deposition is considerably higher than what would 

be suitable for studying an SEI, as no XP-signal of the SEI compounds would be detectable. For 

example, another study by the same group utilizes the virtual electrode for only ~10 min, resulting 

in a film thickness of approx. 120 nm.12 Thus, the observed damage may be stronger than in an 

actual measurement and depend on the electrolyte material.  

As already mentioned above, no changes due to charge neutralization or the X-ray beam itself oc-

curred for the various thiophosphate and halide SEs used in this work. Thus, the influence of the 

charge neutralizers can be neglected for the results of this thesis. Beam damage from neutralizing 

the sample is thus not a universal issue, and the beam stability depends strongly on the studied 

material. Additionally, as mentioned above, it is crucial to include in the stability evaluation 

whether the sample was grounded or not during the experiment.  

In summary, vapor deposition is unlikely to change the surface significantly due to the low energies 

of the deposited atoms. However, it may offer higher stabilities by potentially protecting surface 

contaminants. In contrast, the sputter process involves particles with energies at least ten times 

higher than those in vapor deposition, which can easily penetrate the top layer. However, this higher 

energy may also influence the decomposition reaction or cause sputter damage. For lithium plating 

with a virtual electrode, beam damage due to the electrons might be induced.  

Moreover, current comparative studies show partly contradictory results. Therefore, further work 

is necessary to compare the influence of the respective deposition method on the decomposition 

reaction. Careful consideration of the influence of the deposition method on the studied system is 

also essential. To avoid the pitfalls of the respective deposition method, additional measurements 

are mandatory to validate the findings. A non-invasive method to study interphase evolution is 

impedance spectroscopy, which is discussed in the following section.  
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2.3.3 Electrochemical Characterization of Lithium Metal | Solid Electrolyte Inter-

phases 

Impedance spectroscopy is a non-destructive characterization method for monitoring transport pro-

cesses in an SSB. For this purpose, a small periodic stimulation signal, e.g., an alternating potential, 

is applied and the response signal, e.g., the current response and its phase shift, is measured. By 

gradually changing the frequency ω, the impedance response of the measured system is exam-

ined.120 Typical frequencies for measuring the impedance are 107 – 10−3 Hz.  

In principle, there are three basic elements with which impedance responses can be described: a 

resistor with a resistance R, a capacitor with a capacitance C, and an inductor with an inductance L. 

Their impedance Z can be described with the following equations:120 

 ZR = R 

 ZC = 
1

i∙ω∙C
 

 ZL = i∙ω∙L 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

Since the processes observed in SSBs are often non-ideal due to inhomogeneities or porosity, con-

stant phase elements (CPE) Q are used instead of capacitors to better describe the impedance re-

sponse. This element can be described in the following way:120 

 
ZQ = 

1

Q
0
∙(i∙ω)α

 
(4) 

The exponent α is a constant with values between −1 (the CPE is purely inductive), 0 (the CPE is 

purely resistive) and 1 (the CPE is an ideal capacitor).120,121 In this thesis α is close to but less than 

1 to describe the imperfect capacitance response of the studied processes. 

Electrochemical systems are described effectively using a combination of resistors, capacitors, and 

constant phase elements. These components provide a comprehensive understanding of various as-

pects within this system. For example, the migration of ions in SEs, whether in the bulk or along 

grain boundaries, can be described using parallel RQ elements.15,71,121,122 Similarly, the evolution of 

interphases can also be explained using this equivalent circuit.19–22,25,112  

In general, the ionic conductivity and dielectric constant determine the characteristic frequency of 

the respective process.123,124 Therefore, the impedance response gradually decreases with measure-

ment frequency from processes with high conductivities and low dielectric constants to processes 

with low conductivities and high dielectric constants.123,124 Consequently, the measurement of the 

impedance response of a cell captures the bulk contributions at high frequencies. In the frequency 

domain, as the frequency decreases, the measurement reflects the contributions from grain bound-

aries and interphases.121,122,125 At lower frequencies, interface contributions such as charge transfer, 

and self-diffusion of lithium can be assessed.121 

However, if the ionic conductivity of the SE is exceptionally high, the impedance response of the 

bulk or grain boundaries might be out of the measured frequency range. To distinguish between 

these processes, measurements at lower temperatures are required, as this slows lithium migration. 

The low temperature measurements are then used to determine room temperature conductiv-

ity.37,41,45,121,122 For more detailed information on impedance spectroscopy the reader is referred to 

the literature.120  
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In this thesis, impedance spectroscopy was used to study the interphase evolution of various Li|SE 

interfaces in symmetric Li|SE|Li cells at room temperature. The impedance response of the formed 

interphase, which generally has a lower ionic conductivity, can be accurately measured at room 

temperature. Typically, these systems can be described by several R and RQ elements. If the con-

ductivity is very high, the characteristic frequency lies outside of the measuring range and the ca-

pacitance cannot be calculated reliably. Therefore, this process is usually only described by a single 

R element. For highly conducting SEs, the bulk and possibly also the grain boundary conductivity 

are often described this way. Depending on the number of further processes, additional RQ elements 

are used to describe the grain boundary and interphase processes. In Figure 5 an R-RQ equivalent 

circuit is shown.21,22  

A commonly used method for the representation of impedance spectra are Nyquist plots. Here, the 

negative imaginary part of the impedance is plotted against the real part of the impedance.120,121 

Figure 5 shows the impedance of a Li|LPSCl|Li cell as an example. For this system, an R(bulk)-

R(SEI)Q(SEI) equivalent circuit is used because both the bulk and grain boundaries have high con-

ductivities, resulting in the fitting process yielding a combined resistance value R(bulk). It is im-

portant to note, however, that the signals at low frequencies to which charge transfer at the Li|SEI 

interface and lithium self-diffusion respond are not fitted here since the focus is on the SEI evolu-

tion.25 Using this method, the interphase growth kinetics are studied in this thesis. 

 

 

Figure 5. Nyquist plot of a symmetrical Li|LPSCl|Li cell. A R(bulk)-R(SEI)Q(SEI) equivalent cir-

cuit is used to fit the contribution of the LPSCl and the forming SEI. The measured frequency range 

was between 1 MHz and 100 mHz. 

While impedance spectroscopy is an excellent method to obtain information on conductivities, in-

terfacial evolution, or diffusion processes, it does not provide information on chemical processes.12 

Therefore, a combination with chemical analysis methods is required to fully understand the pro-

cesses, e.g., chemical degradation in cells. 

 

2.3.3.1 Measurements with a Reference Electrode Cell Design 

In conventional two-electrode cells, the contribution of both electrodes and the electrolytes are 

measured, e.g., cell potential or impedance response. However, since the entire cell is measured, 

signals superimpose, making it difficult to interpret the measurements results.126 To overcome this 

and unequivocally measure the properties of one half-cell, measurements with a reference electrode 

(RE), i.e., in a three-electrode cell setup, are required. This way, both half cells can be measured 

separately against the reference electrode.126–129  
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Figure 6 shows the impedance response of a symmetric Li|LPSCl|In/InLi@Ni|LPSCl|Li cell used 

in Publication 3 to separate the impedance response of both SEI contributions.25 Here, a nickel mesh 

covered in 3.8 µm In/InLi is used as the RE to separate the impedance response of the working 

electrode (WE) and counter electrode (CE). The impedance response of the full cell is the sum of 

the half-cells. 

 

Figure 6. Nyquist plots of the impedance response of both half-cells, working electrode (WE-RE, 

brown) and counter electrode (RE-CE, blue) against the reference electrode, respectively, as well 

as the full cell (black) of a symmetrical Li|LPSCl|In/InLi@Ni|LPSCl|Li cell. The measured fre-

quency range of the cell was between 1 MHz and 100 mHz. 

To obtain reproducible results, the reference electrode in an SSB must meet three criteria.127 A 

constant chemical potential is required, since the potentials of both half-cells are measured against 

the potential of the RE.127 Therefore, if potential of the RE is not stable, the measurements are 

erroneous. In addition, there should be no or minor side reactions between RE and the SE, as these 

can change the chemical potential of the RE.127 Furthermore, the reference should not distort the 

electric field within the cell, as this affects the impedance measurement, leading to signal arte-

facts.127,128,130,131 Both, the RE position relative to the electrodes, and the position of both electrodes 

relative to each other, can affect the electric field.127,128,131 Placing the RE next to the electrodes, 

either as a ring or as a separate disc, distorts the electric field and therefore affects impedance meas-

urements of these cells.127,130 Therefore, the RE must be implemented within the SSB, which is 

experimentally challenging.  

Two cell designs that have been successfully implemented in SSBs are mesh-shaped REs and µ-

sized wire-type REs.25,126,129,132 Wire-shaped REs are easier to assemble and inhibit Li+ migration 

less. Mesh-shaped REs, on the other hand, are more tedious to fabricate and may inhibit Li+ migra-

tion if the mesh size is too small. However, because of their larger surface area compared with a 

wire, mesh-like RE have a lower impedance and are less prone to artifacts caused by asymme-

tries.127,128 Which of the two setups is better suited to obtain the desired information needs to be 

assessed for each individual cell system. Nevertheless, both setups separate both electrode imped-

ances well.25,126,129,132  
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2.3.4 Theoretical model of interphase growth 

Since SEI growth changes the internal resistance of the cell, it is important to quantify the change 

in order to estimate the long-term evolution. Impedance measurements on symmetric Li|LPSCl|Li 

cells show that the SEI growth follows a parabolic rate law, indicating a diffusion-controlled pro-

cess.20 Therefore, Wenzel et al. modified the Wagner’s model describing diffusion-controlled solid-

state reactions to quantify the interphase growth.20,90 The derivation of this model is described in 

detail in the dissertation of S. Wenzel,90 and describes the SEI resistance R(SEI) with the following 

equation: 

 

 R(SEI) = 
1

A
∙
σel

0.5

σion

∙ (
2∙MSEI∙μLi

0

F2∙ρ
SEI

∙x
)

0.5

∙ t0.5 = k' ∙ t0.5 

(5) 

with A as the macroscopic (geometric) electrode area, σel and σion as the mean electronic and ionic 

partial conductivities of the SEI, MSEI as the mean molar mass of the SEI, 𝜇Li
o  as the chemical po-

tential of pure lithium metal, F as the Faraday constant, ρSEI as the mean density of the SEI, x as the 

stoichiometric factor of lithium metal consumption, the time t, and k′ as the parabolic rate constant 

of the interphase reaction.20,90 

Plotting the resistance obtained by impedance spectroscopy against the square root of time yields 

the parabolic rate constant and the intercept B. The intercept is caused by a delay between cell 

assembly and the start of the measurement. Using these values and approximating the conductivity 

of the SEI by the conductivity of Li2S, Wenzel et al. calculated the SEI thickness d(SEI) for several 

electrolytes:20,90 

  d(SEI)  =  σion ∙ R(SEI) ∙ A = σion ∙ (B + k’ ∙ t0.5) (6) 

Otto et al. chose a different method to characterize interphase formation between lithium metal and 

different SEs,26 more closely described in chapter 2.3.2. By combining ToF-SIMS and AFM meas-

urements the layer thickness of the formed SEI in a Li|LPSCl sample was measured for the first 

time. It is approx. 250 nm thick,26 which is two orders of magnitude larger than the 2.1 nm layer 

thickness estimated by Wenzel et al. after 24 h of contact.20  

Yet another approach was used by Bron et al. to obtain the MCI layer thickness in a Li|LGPS cell.91 

Also using impedance spectroscopy, the layer thickness d(MCI) was calculate with the measured 

capacitance C(MCI):91  

  d(MCI)=
ε0∙εr

C(MCI)
 (7) 

With ε0 as the vacuum permittivity and εr as the relative permittivity of the MCI.91  

The film thickness obtained by Bron et al. using equation (7) is in the µm range after 24 hours of 

contact. This is two orders of magnitude higher than the 17 nm calculated by Wenzel et al..19,91 For 

the calculation of the SEI layer thickness, Wenzel et al. assumed that the ionic conductivity is close 

to the conductivity of Li2S, and the electronic conductivity is negligible.19 However, the electronic 

and ionic conductivities determined by Bron et al. for the MCI of LGPS are both in the µS∙cm−1 

range.91 This proves that the interphase is indeed a mixed conductor and that the assumptions made 

by Wenzel et al.,20 cannot be used for calculating the layer thickness. This shows that the conduc-

tivity of the respective layer must be known for the layer thickness determination. Otherwise, large 

errors may be caused.  

Both, Bron’s and Otto’s results show that the approximation of the ionic conductivity of interphases 

by that of Li2S underestimates the actual layer thickness.19,20,26,91 However, since measurements of 
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electronic and ionic conductivity have not yet been performed on bulk samples of interphases, fur-

ther studies must be carried out to better represent their actual properties. Therefore, no interphase 

thicknesses were calculated in this thesis. 
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3 Results 

At the beginning of this dissertation, knowledge of interfacial degradation between solid electro-

lytes and lithium metal anodes was limited. Due to the high reactivity of lithium, and the difficulties 

in studying interfaces, few stability studies had been reported in the literature. The objective of this 

work was to extend the chemical stability investigation to emerging electrolytes, among others, to 

advance lithium metal solid-state batteries. In addition, the growth kinetics of the interphases were 

to be investigated, and the influence of the components used to be determined. 

 

3.1 Publication 1: “Lithium-Metal Anode Instability of the Superionic Halide 

Solid Electrolytes and the Implications for Solid-State Batteries” 

In Publication 1 of this thesis, the interface stability between halide SEs and lithium metal was 

investigated and an alternative to the direct contact was explored. In situ XPS measurements were 

performed to elucidate the chemical decomposition. Furthermore, impedance spectroscopy was 

used to gain insight into the temporal evolution of the interphase reaction and the overall cell re-

sistance.  

In situ deposition of lithium und subsequent XPS measurements revealed the decomposition reac-

tion of Li3MCl6 (M = In, Y) in contact with lithium metal. In this process, the (transition) metal 

ions are reduced to their respective metals, which leads to electronic conductivity in the interphase, 

causing it to grow continuously. The temporal impedance evolution also shows a fast-growing MCI 

formation, which increases the overall cell resistance and lowers cell performance. Therefore, hal-

ide SEs cannot be used in direct contact with a lithium metal anode. A possible solution to this 

instability is to implement a protective layer, such as LPSCl, between LMC and the lithium metal 

anode. Therefore, the LMC|LPSCl interface was additionally characterized by impedance spectros-

copy to investigate the suitability of such an interlayer. This revealed a relatively low interfacial 

impedance, indicating the suitability of such a layered system.  

Overall, the publication shows for the first time experimental data on the interfacial stability be-

tween halide SEs and lithium metal, and demonstrates the reduction of the respective metal ions 

during the formation of an MCI. This work illustrates that this class of electrolyte is not suitable for 

use with a lithium metal anode.  

The experiments for this work were designed and planned by the first author under the supervision 

of W. G. Zeier and J. Janek. R. Schlem synthesized the LMC. The first author performed the XPS 

and impedance measurements of the Li|LMC|Li cells and analyzed the corresponding data. J. Sann 

supported the analyses of the XPS data. R. Schlem performed the measurement and analysis of the 

LPSCl|LMC|LPSCl transfer resistance and supported the first author with the analysis of the tem-

poral impedance evolution of the Li|LMC|Li cells. W. G. Zeier and J. Janek assisted with the sci-

entific discussion of the impedance data, respectively. The manuscript was written by the first au-

thor and edited by four co-authors. 

Reprinted with permission from Riegger, L. M.; Schlem, R.; Sann, J.; Zeier, W. G.; Janek, J. Lith-

ium-Metal Anode Instability of the Superionic Halide Solid Electrolytes and the Implications for 

Solid-State Batteries. Angewandte Chemie International Edition 2021, 60 (12), 6718–6723. DOI: 

10.1002/anie.202015238. Copyright © 2020 Wiley-VCH GmbH. 
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3.2 Publication 2: “Instability of the Li7SiPS8 Solid Electrolyte at the Lithium 

Metal Anode and Interphase Formation” 

In Publication 2 of this dissertation, the interfacial stability between LiSiPS and lithium metal was 

investigated using impedance spectroscopy, in situ XPS, ToF-SIMS, XRD and solid-state MAS-

NMR. In addition, density functional theory (DFT) calculations and ab initio molecular dynamics 

(AIMD) simulations were conducted to further elucidate the decomposition reaction. 

Temporal impedance measurements were performed to investigate the influence of the interphase 

formation on the total cell impedance. This showed that LiSiPS and lithium react strongly upon 

contact, increasing the resistivity by two orders of magnitude. Stripping/plating experiments on 

Li|LiSiPS|Li cells confirmed the formation of a high-resistance layer and showed rapid overpoten-

tial development of the cells. ToF-SIMS profiles of the Li|LiSiPS interface measured after different 

storage times revealed a continuous interphase growth, confirming the electrochemical measure-

ment results. Thus, this electrolyte cannot be implemented in a cell with an LMA. 

To obtain chemical information about the decomposition reaction, in situ XPS measurements were 

performed. Although these proved that the SE readily decomposed upon contact with lithium metal, 

neither Si0 nor Li-Si signals were measured. To verify the XPS measurements and to clarify which 

decomposition products cause the MCI formation, MAS-NMR measurements were performed on 

a reacted Li-LiSiPS sample. This confirmed the XPS results. In addition, the 31P spectrum showed 

an unknown peak that could be caused by phosphidosilicates. These are possibly the cause of a 

sufficiently high partial electronic conductivity which allows the interphase to grow continuously 

and distinguishes LiSiPS from other Li-P-S electrolytes. 

In addition, DFT calculations and AIMD simulations were conducted to study the interface reaction 

as well as the interface evolution at different temperatures. The DFT calculations confirmed the 

instability of LiSiPS in contact with lithium. AIMD simulations revealed that the formed interphase 

is mostly amorphous and that the SiS4
4- units seem to be more stable than the PS4

3- units. 

While LiSiPS could be a promising SE for industrial applications due to its high ionic conductivity, 

this study unfortunately showed that it is not suitable for applications with direct contact to a lithium 

metal anode. In addition, it was found that the interphase formed was electronically conductive 

even though no metal or alloy was formed during decomposition. Therefore, careful testing of the 

stability of SE containing metal(-loid) ions against lithium metal is generally recommended. 

The experiments for this work were designed and planned by the first author under the supervision 

of F. H. Richter and J. Janek. L. G. Balzat and S. Harm synthesized the material and performed the 

XRD measurements and Rietveld refinement under supervision of B. V. Lotsch. The first author 

performed the XPS measurements and analyzed the corresponding data. J. Sann supported the anal-

yses of the XPS data. The first author performed the measurement and data analyses of the temporal 

impedance evolution of Li|LiSiPS|Li cells. O. Kötz performed the cycling of Li|LiSiPS|Li cells 

under supervision of the first author who performed the data analyses. S. Burkhardt and F. H Richter 

assisted with the scientific discussion of the impedance data, respectively. S.-K. Otto performed the 

ToF-SIMS measurement and analyses. S. Jovanovic and S. Merz performed the NMR characteri-

zation and data analyses under supervision of J. Granwehr. B. V. Lotsch assisted with the scientific 

discussion of the NMR data. M. Sadowski performed the theoretical calculations under supervision 

of K. Albe. The manuscript was written through contributions of the first author (abstract, introduc-

tion, electrochemical characterization, XPS characterization, and conclusions), S. Harm (material 

synthesis), S.-K. Otto (ToF-SIMS characterization), S. Jovanovic and S. Merz (NMR characteriza-

tion) and M. Sadowski (theoretical calculations). The manuscript was edited by thirteen co-authors.  
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Reprinted with permission from Riegger, L. M.; Otto, S.-K.; Sadowski, M.; Jovanovic, S.; Kötz, 

O.; Harm, S.; Balzat, L. G.; Merz, S.; Burkhardt, S.; Richter, F. H.; Sann, J.; Eichel, R.-A.; Lotsch, 

B. V.; Granwehr, J.; Albe, K.; Janek, J. Instability of the Li7SiPS8 Solid Electrolyte at the Lithium 

Metal Anode and Interphase Formation. Chemistry of Materials 2022, 34 (8), 3659–3669. DOI: 

10.1021/acs.chemmater.1c04302. Copyright © 2022 American Chemical Society.  
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3.3 Publication 3: “Evolution of the Interphase between Argyrodite-based 

Solid Electrolytes and the Lithium Metal Anode – The Kinetics of Solid 

Electrolyte Interphase Growth” 

In Publication 3 of this doctoral thesis, a three-electrode setup is presented and used to study the 

SEI evolution of symmetric Li|Li6PS5Cl|In/InLi@Ni|Li6PS5Cl|Li cells. Using differently treated 

lithium foils, the influence of the lithium metal anode surface on SEI growth is investigated. 

First, the newly developed three-electrode setup was tested by unidirectional plating and subsequent 

impedance spectroscopy. These measurements proved that the impedance of both half cells can be 

separated and the formation of pores on the stripping side can be measured. Moreover, the evolution 

of the overpotential of the cells was similar to that reported in the literature. Thus, the setup is 

suitable to study the Li|LPSCl interface.  

Having proven this, the three-electrode setup was used to study the temporal evolution of the 

Li|LPSCl interface using differently treated lithium metal foils. One foil was freshly prepared and 

had no passivation layer. The other was a commercially available, 40 µm thick foil with a pas-

sivation layer at the surface. In both cases the LPSCl decomposes and an SEI is formed, however, 

the temporal SEI evolution differed significantly. The interphase growth of the cells with freshly 

fabricated lithium metal anodes is self-limiting, showing that a stable interphase is formed after a 

formation step. On the other hand, cells built with passivated lithium foil show higher interface 

resistances, and moreover, the SEI evolution of these cells is not self-limiting within the duration 

of the conducted experiments but continues to grow. While the interfacial resistance decreases with 

increasing cell pressure, the parabolic rate constant which is derived from the normalized resistance 

evolution increases. This is due to the increased penetration of the passivation layer, which enables 

more direct contact between lithium metal and SE and proves that the passivation layer inhibits 

lithium transfer. 

This work provides fundamental insights into how the properties of the lithium anode affect cell 

performance as well as the kinetics of interfacial growth. This may prove to be an important aspect 

for long term stability. Unfortunately, the reason for the difference in SEI growth is not clear to 

date, but this work lays the foundation for further investigation. Nevertheless, this work suggests 

that reservoir-free cells may be more suitable for industrial applications, as they can contribute to 

the formation of favorable interphases that quickly saturate the resistance.  

The experiments for this work were designed and planned by the first author under the supervision 

of F. H Richter and J. Janek. The cells were built by S. Mittelsdorf under the supervision of the first 

author. The first author performed the impedance measurements and analyzed the corresponding 

data. R. Rueß and F. H. Richter assisted with the scientific discussion of the impedance data. T. 

Fuchs performed the TIC and FIB-SEM measurements. The first author performed SEM and EDX 

measurements and data analysis. The manuscript was written by the first author and edited by four 

co-authors. 

Reprinted with permission from Riegger, L. M.; Mittelsdorf, S.; Fuchs, T.; Rueß, R.; Richter, F. H.; 

Janek, J. Evolution of the Interphase between Argyrodite-based Solid Electrolytes and the Lithium 

Metal Anode – The Kinetics of Solid Electrolyte Interphases Growth. Chemistry of Materials 2023, 

35 (13), 5091-5099. DOI: 10.1021/acs.chemmater.3c00676. Copyright © 2023 American Chemical 

Society.  
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4 Conclusions 

In this doctoral thesis, the interphase formation between lithium metal and several SEs is studied in 

detail. Both the chemical compositions as well as the kinetics of degradation reactions are investi-

gated. First, two different MCI-forming types of SEs are studied: halide SEs, and LiSiPS as part of 

the LGPS family. In addition, the growth kinetics of the SEI-forming SE LPSCl with differently 

treated lithium metal anodes is investigated. 

Investigation of the emerging class of halide SE revealed that the electrolytes decompose immedi-

ately upon contact with lithium. This is due to the reduction of the non-lithium cation M3+, which 

is reduced by lithium metal. The formed metals induce partial electronic conductivity, causing the 

interphase to grow rapidly and continuously, which is detrimental to the cell impedance. Therefore, 

these electrolytes cannot be used as a separator electrolyte in contact with the LMA. Consequently, 

protective measures such as interlayers are required. One concept that has been investigated is an 

interlayer with LPSCl that forms a metastable SEI with lithium metal. It was found that the initial 

interfacial LIC|LPSCl impedance is negligible.  

The second metalloid-containing SE studied in this work is LiSiPS. This SE is also unstable in 

contact with lithium metal. Electrochemical analyses showed that the interfacial resistance and the 

overpotential of the cell increase rapidly upon contact with lithium and during cycling, respectively. 

Both XPS and MAS-NMR measurements show that no elemental silicon or Li-Si alloy is formed 

during decomposition. However, it is speculated that possibly detected phosphidosilicates induce 

the partial electronic conductivity to enable MCI formation. In other words, although the source of 

the partial electronic conductivity is not clear yet, electrochemical analyses and ToF-SIMS meas-

urements confirm the continuous interphase formation. DFT calculations and AIMD simulations 

support the experimental data.  

The studies on the Li|LiSiPS system clearly show that it is essential to combine chemical and elec-

trochemical analysis methods to obtain a complete picture of the decomposition reaction and kinet-

ics. Without one method or the other, information critical to understanding the reaction would be 

missing. However, this information is additionally important for finding solutions to the instability. 

In summary, SE containing metal or metalloid ions are promising candidates for commercial appli-

cations due to their high ionic conductivities. However, they are inherently unstable to lithium metal 

as metals or metalloids form after reduction of the corresponding ions. This results in the formation 

of a mixed conducting interphase with electronically conducting paths that either lead to short cir-

cuits or rapidly increasing interfacial resistances, both having a negative effect on the overall re-

sistance of the cell. The continuous and detrimental growth of the MCI necessitates protective 

measures to prevent parasitic side reactions that degrade cell performance. These protective 

measures should consist of interphases that are highly Li+ ion conducting but electronically insulat-

ing and have negligible interfacial impedances with both the LMA and the respective solid electro-

lyte.  

In addition to the MCI-forming SEs, the interphase evolution of the Li|LPSCl interface was also 

investigated. To enable the study of a single interphase, a three-electrode cell setup was developed. 

A cycling experiment proved that this setup is well suited to separate the impedance response of 

the electrodes. Using this setup, it was found that the composition of the lithium surface affects the 

temporal evolution of the interphase. If freshly prepared lithium is used, the development of the 

interphase is fast and self-limiting. Thus, a stable interphase is formed after a formation step. In 
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contrast, a commercial lithium foil with a passivation layer shows higher interface resistances and 

a continuous interphase growth throughout the experiment. 

Additionally, it was found that when passivated lithium is used, the development of the interphase 

is affected by the variation of the cell pressure. The parabolic rate constants of the normalized re-

sistances were determined and plotted against the cell pressure. This showed that the growth kinet-

ics increase with pressure. The reason for this is the amount of SE that can penetrate the passivation 

layer with increasing pressure. The higher the pressure, the more SE comes into direct contact with 

the bare lithium and reacts, thus, increasing the parabolic rate constant.  

These results indicate that a clean Li|LPSCl interface forms a stable SEI after an initial formation 

step. However, the presence of poorly ion-conducting compounds, such as Li2O or carbonates, at 

the interface leads to inhibited lithium migration, to generally higher interface resistances, and con-

tinuous SEI growth. Therefore, using passivated lithium metal foils for SSB cell assembly should 

be reconsidered. Using freshly deposited lithium metal or reservoir-free cell designs might be more 

advantageous for cell impedance and long-term cycling as the lithium migration is less inhibited by 

the additional compounds. However, further investigations are required to confirm this hypothesis.  

Overall, this doctoral thesis contributes to the understanding of the anodic stability of SEs and their 

decomposition reactions. This knowledge is crucial for the application of lithium metal as an anode 

material in SSBs with various SEs. In addition, this work highlights the influence of the lithium 

metal’s fabrication history on the interphase growth kinetics, emphasizing the importance of ad-

dressing this factor in future designs.  
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5 Outlook 

For future work, several aspects are still unclear and need further investigation. These open ques-

tions are presented briefly. 

 

Investigating protective concepts 

As most of the SEs with very high ionic conductivities are unstable against lithium metal, protective 

measures are needed to shield the electrolyte from the low potential of the lithium metal. As a first 

protective concept, an interlayer of LPSCl between LIC and LMA was investigated in Publication 

1 and found to have a negligible interfacial resistance. However, follow-up work by Rosenbach et 

al. revealed side reactions at the triple phase boundary between the cathode active material, LIC as 

the cathode electrolyte and LPSCl as the separator electrolyte.35 Thus, careful evaluation of the 

stabilities of the respective material combinations in full cells is necessary.  

As an alternative to interlayers of SEI-forming solid electrolytes, protective concepts such as arti-

ficial SEIs should be investigated. Here, a thin layer of material is deposited between the LMA and 

SE to form an artificial SEI upon lithiation and prevent the solid electrolyte separator from decom-

position. These artificial SEIs must prevent dendrite formation, have high ionic conductivity, be 

electronically insulating, and stable with respect to both the anode and the SE separator.  

 

Conductivity measurements of formed interphase products 

Sound knowledge of the absolute ionic and electronic conductivities and their relative differences 

could help to elucidate possible conduction pathways of the formed interphases and advance the 

development of protective concepts. The partial conductivities of the formed interphases have a 

major impact on the temporal stability, i.e., whether growth is self-limited or continuous, and the 

cell performance, i.e., lithium migration. Therefore, their influence is frequently observed, but the 

cause, especially of the electronic conductivity, is not yet fully understood. 

Therefore, studying the bulk properties of the individual interphase compounds or their mixture 

would contribute to a better understanding of these interphases. So far, only rudimentary and con-

tradictory information is available on the ionic conductivities of the interphase-forming decompo-

sition products. For most of them, there is also no information on electronic conductivity since they 

conduct so poorly that to carry out the conductivity measurement is very difficult. To complicate 

matters, the formed interphases are usually mixtures of different, often amorphous compounds, 

which form very thin and sometimes layered structures. This changes the interphase properties or 

results in superposition with other measured signals.  

In addition, surface effects between different compounds have not yet been studied but could have 

a significant impact. By studying mixtures that simulate SEI bulk properties, e.g., with impedance 

or Wagner-Hebb measurements, these effects could be studied in detail, which could help explain 

experimental data that are not yet understood. However, it is important to keep in mind that there 

may be differences between bulk and thin film properties. These studies could help in the creation 

of stable interfaces or the implementation of beneficial artificial interphases.  
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Structural investigation of formed interphases  

The results of Publication 3 of this thesis show that the growth kinetics differ depending on the used 

lithium foil. Unfortunately, the reason for this could not be clarified, but possible causes could only 

be speculated on. A possible reason for this observation could be a different SEI morphology and 

microstructure, which allows electronic partial conductivities, e.g., due to surface effects such as 

space charge layers. However, the interphase structure is not yet well known or understood as these 

interphases are often thin, amorphous, and sensitive to beam damage. Nevertheless, investigations 

on the morphology and microstructure are imperative.  

Studies using cryo-TEM, or CT could help to elucidate the microstructural composition of the 

formed interphases. In combination with the partial conductivities, conduction pathways could be 

found and the reason for the macroscopically observed, differing SEI growth could be explained. 

This would support the development of fabricated interlayers that are beneficial for cell perfor-

mance. 

 

Interphase evolution in full cells 

So far, the temporal growth kinetics of interphases have mostly been studied in symmetric cells. 

However, the cathode in full cells could influence the growth kinetics due to effects such as cross-

talk, thus affecting the resistance evolution and cell performance. Therefore, further studies are 

needed to understand the interphase formation in full cells. By implementing three-electrode setups, 

the influence of both electrodes on the measurement can be well separated. 

 

Influence of the manufacturing conditions 

As the cell fabrication usually differs between academic and industrial investigations, this influence 

should be considered and studied further to enable more rapid introduction of commercial SSBs. 

For example, the transition from an Ar-filled glovebox to a dry room could change the surface of 

the SEs due to oxidation or hydrolysis. This could influence the interphase formation and properties. 

However, depending on the formed products, the oxidized surface could be used to stabilize the 

interfaces towards the electrodes. Large-scale industrial facilities would also make it more feasible 

to use fresh, non-passivated lithium for cell production. This would significantly improve the cell 

performance of SSBs.  

Finding strategies to minimize production impacts or use them to benefit cell performance while 

facilitating handling conditions play a significant role in the commercialization of SSBs. In addi-

tion, transferring SSBs from lab-scale cell production to industrial scale and commercial use of 

initial pilot cells would support the development of SSBs as more challenges can be identified and 

addressed. This would accelerate the widespread commercial use of SSBs.  
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